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Abstract—This paper applies a layer of machine learning technique such as the Bayesian Naïve Classifier (BNC) to enhance the decision making process in the framework of Earnings Manipulation Detection (EMD). It evaluates and compares Manual Auditors’ Methods versus a mathematical model in EMD such as the Beneish Model. The Data sets consist of fifty-three (53) Financial Statements acquired from largest corporations over four consecutive years. Using the Beneish model, we classified corporations between manipulators and non-manipulators to establish the training set. The manual audit results for each corporation used to establish a test set as the expert set. In testing for EMD under the mathematical model versus the audit methods, and to evaluate results, a new layer of Machine Learning technique introduced such as the BNC. Our results show that mathematical models outperform auditors. They reveal a classification rate of (86.84 per cent) using the Beneish Model and (60.53 per cent) using Manual Auditors’ Methods. Our findings indicate that Manual Auditors’ Methods are difficult to detect Earnings Manipulation of Financial Statements. The Main contribution of this research is to use the Machine Learning as a new layer in the Framework of EMD. This approach broadens the scope for auditors, and other financial experts to use Machine Learning with mathematical models through their audit. The results of this study will help regulators and practitioners to detect accounting manipulations and to add value for the auditing, accounting, and financial professions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the financial fraudulent behavior continued to increase with financial frauds being detected [1]. The audit committee recognizes that traditional audit methods like manual verification of accounts as payroll, inventory, earnings and old sampling techniques, may no longer be adequate in view of the continuous integration between technological advancements and businesses. Auditors had limited analytic capabilities and jurisdiction to achieve maximum audit compliance with minimum audit costs at in-time judgments. Auditors need new tools in today’s massive digital economy of Big Data transactions [2]. Thus, new effective methods are becoming inevitable to complement and strengthen the various audit analytical procedures when running an audit assignment. In this concern, the application of new approaches in EMD such as machine learning have made possible with information technology (IT). The development and availability of IT in auditing, such as Modern (Risk-based) Auditing and Computer Assisted Audit Techniques (CAATS) strongly facilitate the application of machine-learning tools such as the BNC to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of audits [3]. At this level, financial statement information constitute a rich material. It appeared to have predictive abilities in a model of the probability of accounting legislative violations such as the Beneish model introduced and developed in 1997 and updated in 1999 by Professor Messod Beneish. This model could flag and highlight possible areas of concern in financial statements, considering its ability to classify manipulators and nonmanipulators [4].

This research employed the Beneish model to establish a dependable indicator of accounting manipulation for fraud detection procedures by showing the power of such model as compared to normal audit procedures heavily based on Earnings. Its importance for EMD increased when researchers employed it to assess the financial statements in many companies in the USA like ENRON [5]. Moreover, the report of the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE) required Certified Public Auditors (CPAs) in 2004 to adopt it during audits when implementing Statement on Auditing Standards No. 99 (SAS 99) to have a reasonable assurance that financial statements are free from material errors or manipulations [6]. In addition to mathematical models, data mining has the capability of filling gaps since it extracts useful information from large data sets. It covers areas of machine learning, pattern recognition, artificial intelligence, and other areas [7]. Reference [8] shows that a main indicator of manipulation can appear by the use of data mining tools in financial information over a certain period. In this concern, the BNC, which is a machine-learning tool, characterized by its transparency, quick training, and high classification power, best fitted this study’s EMD classification problem. Thus, we used BNC as a tool of a new machine-learning layer to assess results. Hence, this paper uses a blending mix of mathematical modeling and machine learning. We test the classification power of the Beneish Model model and compare it to the results obtained using the manual audit methods. Unlike prior studies in this concern, we add a new machine-learning technique layer such as the BNC as a tool to assess the Beneish Model and the audit procedure through classification of financial data. M-scores and Manual Auditors’ Results are set as the parameters of our constructed BNC network. Our results show that the Beneish Model outperforms manual audit methods. Our classifier revealed a
high classification rate of 86.84 per cent using the Beneish Model and only 60.53 per cent using usual Manual Auditors’ Methods. This study will set as an effective complement to the process of Auditing. It will broaden the scope for auditors and other experts when they run an analytical procedure to use advanced mathematical models like the Beneish Model and to extend their procedure by using Machine Learning.


II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Traditional vs. Modern Audit Methods

Traditional audit methods include manual account verifications, document vouching by sampling, inventory counts, and use of simple statistics and/or ratios etc. [9]. These methods are retroactive, provide unclear audit reports, and are of limited value in the ever-changing modern business environment because they are slow and backward looking [10]. In addition, they cannot completely fulfill audit verification needs as most of those methods, are done manually with limited sample data [9].

Today, modern audit methods have expected to enhance the credibility of financial statements, and to provide value-added services as well, such as reporting on irregularities, identifying business risks and manipulations, and advising management [11]. Such methods include automatic verifications, data analysis of entire population, system counting, and use of data analysis and/or machine learning – data mining techniques etc. [9]. Modern audit methods referred through literature to continuous audit (CA) or real time audit or risk-based audit or predictive audit as well which all can solve traditional manual audit work problems [9]. Auditors today need to implement these methods and benefit from the acceleration and automation of business IT in order to predict the expected future outcome of process performance at every transaction. Constructing a predictive audit model is now available under these methods by using appropriate data analysis techniques. Hence, the integration with relative mathematical models in the framework of EMD could modernize traditional audit methods. This integration, which is now much easier with Machine Learning, will allow auditors to have a more reasonable assurance about earnings manipulation existence inside financial statements.

Fig. 1 depicts a modern audit method in the framework of EMD. This method applies a modern methodology to the audit field. It applies mathematical models supported by machine learning techniques to assist auditors in making a decision about financial statements manipulation detection. Adding a new layer of machine learning techniques such as Bayesian Naïve Classifiers (BNCs), Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), or Decisions Trees (DTs) after using mathematical models such as of Beneish, Pustylnick, Dechow, etc. at the same level within (represented by the Left Arrow) audit methods will strongly enhance the decision in the framework of EMD.

B. Earnings Manipulation

Accounting manipulations have seen significant growth in academic research during the last decades. According to [12], Earnings Manipulation involves violating the accounting rules and principles. It represents an aggressive earnings management over the boundaries of GAAP and an intervention in the external financial reporting process with the intent of obtaining some private gain. It is an illegal practice and an accounting fraud. GAAP required auditors to focus on Earnings Manipulation activities. However, GAAP sometimes fail due to the flexibility they give to companies in reporting earnings [13].

Literature provides different models to identify manipulation in financial information. The most famous developed models based on accruals accounting and introduced by Healy (1985), De Angelo (1986), and Jones (1991). Reference [14], [15] added a new dimension to the literature of manipulation in financial information. He developed probit and logit model (mathematical model) using a set of different ratios in addition to the accruals which can be used in identifying enterprises applying manipulation in financial information. Other researchers like Spathis (2002) applied logistic regression analysis instead of probit while identifying manipulation in financial information [16]. Reference [17] strongly recommends the use of the Beneish Models by professionals to test for earnings manipulation to prevent earnings managers from deliberately manipulating their financial statements. This research applies the mathematical Beneish Model as an EMD tool and competes it to normal audit procedures using a layer of machine learning technique. This is in an attempt to set up an effective aid to boost and modernize the analytical procedures of auditing.

C. The Beneish Model: An Application Review

Literature include many tools that used in the framework of EMD. Reference [4] review the research that supports further exploration into the use of fraud detection models and tools such as regression analysis, use of nonfinancial information, digital analysis, and ANNs models which all support continuous audit. They show that some researchers applied logistic regression to find that a simple logistic regression model outperforms auditors in fraud risk assessment [18]. Others find that supplementing a checklist with a model helps auditors in assessing fraud risk [19]. Other researchers connected Bankruptcy to manipulations within financial statements to develop a score that is suitable as a sign of financial statements manipulation [20], [5].
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In the application of the Beneish model with other models, [21] use forty (40) Italian publicly traded companies divided between Fraudulent Financial Statements (FFS) and Non Fraudulent Financial Statements (Non FFS) over the period 1990-2009 and apply Regression using Jones (1991) model, Lavecker and Richardson’s (2004) Modified Jones Model (MJM), and Kothari, Leone, and Wasley’s (2005) Model. Unlike the Beneish Model, they find that none of the three models is statistically significant to predict Earnings Manipulation. Similarly, reference [13] uses Binary Logistic Regression to test for Miller Ratio (MR) & Modified Jones Model (MJM) power to detect Earnings manipulation. He finds that both models failed to predict EMD at a statistically acceptable level of confidence on his data with acknowledged manipulation. These findings indicate that the Beneish model has a strong potential in EMD over other models.

Moreover, literature includes prior studies that successfully used the Beneish Model solely and which accordingly verifies the above indication. In this regard, reference [22] uses a sample of seventeen (17) public listed companies who charged by the Securities Commission Malaysia for misstating their financial statements from 1996 to 2014. They find that Beneish model is a reliable tool in predicting potential earnings manipulation in 14 out of the 17 listed companies, which engaged in fraudulent reporting and misstatement. Similarly, Reference [23] apply the Beneish Model and Ratios Analysis for three consecutive years of 2005, 2006, and 2007 as detection tools for Megan Media Holdings Berhad (MMHB). As a result, the authors find that both tools could identify that MMHB involved in manipulating its financial statements. They indicated that auditors might use the Beneish Model to perform audits to have reasonable assurance that financial statements are free from material misstatements.

D. Supervised Classification - Machine Learning Techniques for EMD

References [24] and [25] review extensively the supervised classification techniques of machine learning that involves many applications or algorithms to make computers learn to behave more intelligently by generalizing rather than storing data. The most significant kind of machine learning is Data Mining [24]. Reference [26] defined data mining as “a semi-automatic process that uses statistical techniques, mathematics, artificial intelligence, and machine learning to extract and identify potential knowledge and useful information stored in a large database” [27]. Reference [24] provides that supervised machine learning is the process of learning a set of rules from instances (examples in a training set), or more generally speaking, creating a classifier that can be used to generalize from new instances. In this area of concern, most literature definitions for data mining and supervised classification of machine learning lied within the same concept.

Because people usually hardly find solutions to certain problems in real life, applying machine learning to these problems can improve the efficiency of systems and the designs of machines. According to reference [24], the process of applying supervised machine learning to a real-world problem includes the steps of problem definition, identification of required data, data pre-processing, and definition of a training set, selection of an algorithm, training parameters, and evaluation with a test set. Reference [25] reviews different Supervised Machine Learning techniques for classification and most importantly Statistical Based Machine Learning (Bayesian Belief Networks (BBNs) & Bayesian Naïve Classifiers (BNCs). However, authors concluded that no single learning algorithm might uniformly outperform other algorithms over all datasets. It depends on the type of the classification problem and the accuracy of the applied algorithm that best fits it.

In addition, many researchers have shown the power of BBNs and BNCs in the supervised machine learning techniques applied for a classification problem. A BBN is a graphical model for probability relationships among a set of variables called features [24]. References [28] and [7] have shown that these are powerful tools for knowledge representation and inference under conditions of uncertainty. Reference [29] for instance shows that a BNC represents an effective classification tool that is easy to interpret, and is widely used in banking and financial/claim fraud detection.

In this study, we use the BNC, which is the simplest structure of a BBN [24]. One of the main reasons for using a BNC on a mathematical model such as the Beneish Model is due to being one of the most efficient and effective inductive learning algorithms for machine learning and data mining. Reference [30] study results indicate that when dependencies between features cancel each other out, there is no influence on the classification when using BNC. That is why it is still the optimal classifier. In this paper, we apply supervised classification using BNC to detect earnings manipulation inside financial statements. This application is justified by the small number of features in an EMD problem supplied by financial ratios of the Beneish Model as attributes for the learning process that is suitable for the application of BNC. Thus, the company’s state of manipulation i.e. either a manipulator or nonmanipulator is the classification to distinguish.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this study, we are applying supervised machine learning to a real life problem such as EMD of financial statements. Following [24], the process of applying supervised machine learning to a real-world problem includes the steps of problem definition, identification of required data, data pre-processing, and definition of a training set, selection of an algorithm, training parameters, and evaluation with a test set. In order to reach our objectives for EMD by using a mathematical model and compare it to manual auditors’ methods under the application of a supervised machine learning technique, we build our approach through the following steps.

A. Step 1 - Problem Definition

The problem stems from one crucial aspect appeared by the continuous increase of financial fraudulent behavior with more financial frauds being detected. In this part of fraud, Material Misstatements cost economies billions of dollars
each year. Another aspect represented by the existence of traditional audit methods like manual verification of accounts and old sampling techniques, which may no longer be adequate in view of the continuous integration between technological advancements and businesses.

B. Step 2 - Period Selection

In this study, we use data extracted from financial statements of four consecutive years starting from 2006 to 2009, with each year ended December 31. Data extracted from the database of a Lebanese Governmental Financial Audit Institution using its audit software. The years of 2006 to 2009 represented the only available closed financial periods of the historical financial statements where the audit institution did the audit.

C. Step 3 - Data Collection

One of the risk factors that may increase the opportunity to commit financial statement fraud is the nature of industry [4]. In this regard, we used the Lebanese liquid fuel industry, since this sector has the largest number of firms that have undergone audit process, based on the financial audit institutions' database. The sample in this study is made of 53 largest corporations in the wholesale liquid fuel industry, with each company representing a separate case. They have approximately the same business size i.e. turnover of more than ten billion Pounds per year (around 7 million US Dollars), and the same legal status of “Société Anonyme Libanaise” (S.A.L) or Joint-Stock companies. The data used in this study consist of balance sheets, income statements, and cash flow statements of private firms extracted from one of the largest Lebanese governmental financial audit institutions. It corresponds to the filed firms with the same business size, subjected to an audit by the audit institution in a certain period. The extracted data represent private data extracted from governmental public audit institution. These data were not publicly available due to ethical issues of secrecy of information for not revealing the identity of audited corporations for the public, and according to Lebanese laws, political considerations, privacy, accounts security, and internal governmental practices.

D. Step 4 - Data Preparation

After data cleaning and filtering, 19 only available informative attributes from each of the 53 firms identified and were necessary for applying the Beneish Model. These attributes were Tangible Fixed Assets; Total Receivables; Total Current assets; Total Debt; Total Assets; Net Income; Total Long term Debts; Total Current Liabilities; Working Capital; Total Sales; Total Cost of Goods Sold; Gross Profit; Sales General & Administrative Expenses; Total Depreciation; Total Expenses; Profit or Loss From Operations; NonOperating Income; Results Before Income Tax; and Income Tax Payable.

E. Step 5 - Data Selection

At this level, the above 19 attributes used to derive M-scores for the years 2006, 2007, 2008, and 2009 respectively by applying the formulas of different ratios presented in Table I and the formula of M-score according to the Beneish Model. Thus, eight (8) financial ratios were calculated and constituted the variables of this study. These are DSRI; GMI; AQI; SGI; DEPI; SGAI; LVGI; and TATA. Fifty-three financial statements generated fifty-three (53) times eight (8) dimensional table values for each year data set. The M-score calculations based on t and t-1 time data, for 2006-2007, and 2008-2009 time series respectively. We skipped 2007-2008 series to learn better our training data and to avoid interdependence between the training data set and the test data sets.

F. Step 6 - Data Partition

In this study, we create a partition between two data sets, in which the data extracted from the financial statements of 2006-2007 categorized as training data set, while the data extracted from the financial statements of 2008-2009 used as a test data set. The process of calculating the M-scores for the two data sets help preparing the data for supervised calculations and evaluation using BNC. This process conducted through the application of a computer software tool.

G. Step 7 - Earnings Manipulation Detection

1) The Beneish model (M-score data)

The M-Score model is a mathematical model that uses eight financial ratios to identify whether a company has manipulated its earnings. According to this model, Beneish concluded that a score (M-Score) greater than -2.22 indicates a strong likelihood of a company being a manipulator [14], [15]. The functions and calculation methods of the eight independent variables (financial ratios) that have been determined for this study represented in Table I. They derived from financial statements and created a score to detect earnings manipulation by using the formula of M-score as follows: M – Score = -4.84 + 0.920 DSRI + 0.528 GMI + 0.404 AQI + 0.892SGI + 0.115DEPI - 0.172SGAI +4.679TATA - 0.327LVGI. Hence, to identify EMD, M-scores calculated for each case by deriving the financial ratios of the Beneish Model to classify companies between a manipulator and nonmanipulator.

In 2006-2007, the Beneish model classified 18 cases as manipulators, 18 nonmanipulated cases, and 17 missing cases due to incomplete data. In 2008-2009, the model classified 6 corporations to be manipulated their earnings, 32 nonmanipulators, and 15 missing cases.

<p>| TABLE I: THE BENIEISH MODEL RATIOS |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Rationale [31]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>DSRI</td>
<td>Days' Sales in Receivables Index</td>
<td>(Accounts Receivables t / Sales t) ÷ (Accounts Receivables t-1 / Sales t-1)</td>
<td>Shows distortions in receivables that can result from revenue inflation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>GMI</td>
<td>Gross Margin Index</td>
<td>((Sales t-1 - Cost of Sales t-1) / Sales t-1)</td>
<td>Deteriorates margins that predispose firms to manipulate earnings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>AQI</td>
<td>Asset Quality Index</td>
<td>(1 - (Current Assets t + PPE t) / Total Assets t) / (1 - (Current Assets t-1 + PPE t-1) / Total Assets t-1)</td>
<td>Captures distortions in other assets that can result from excessive expenditure capitalization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
as prescribed above, in the process of collecting the dataset, preparing and pre-processing data, selecting features or variables, there exists choosing the right machine learning technique or algorithm, which have to be carried out. In this study, the BNC selected was due to its incremental power in the classification of problems in a framework like EMD. In this concern, our method captures a modern approach as previously represented and prescribed in Fig. 1 in the literature review section. At the level of machine learning layer, a BNC Network type constructed in this study to classify manipulator companies from nonmanipulators. (We assumed the known structure of BNC). The complete dataset of 2006-2007 used as training data for constructing this network. At this level, no findings introduced for the Network, as it is ready for supervised classification through learning and testing.

1. Step 9 - Learning

Learning is a very useful property of BNC. It occurs when an expert builds the network that is refined by learning from data. Vast amounts of data make learning from a dataset more possible and efficient; however, that is usually not the case [32]. In this study, the 2006-2007 Training Data set used for learning the BNC network of the 53 cases by using the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm as shown in Fig. 2. Learning of the BNC network of the 53 cases ran using a computer software tool under the EM algorithm. From the advantages of BNC network is that missing values might exist in learning the network due to the causality and the inference nature of the Bayesian networks. The EM algorithm makes it possible to overcome this problem of missing values for the BNC network. This algorithm enables parameter estimation in probabilistic models with incomplete data [33].

| 4 | SGAI | Sales Growth Index | (Sales t) / (Sales t-1) | Manages the perception of continuing growth and capital needs predispose growth firms to manipulate sales and earnings |
| 5 | DEPI | Depreciation Index | (DE t-1 / (DE t-1 + PPE t-1)) / (DE t / (DE t + PPE t)) | Captures declining depreciation rates as a form of earnings manipulation |
| 6 | SGAI | Sales, General & Administrative expenses Index | (SA t - Sales t) / (SGA t-1 / Sales t-1) | Captures decreasing administrative and marketing efficiency through larger fixed SGA expenses that predispose firms to manipulate earnings |
| 7 | LVGI | Leverage Index | ((LTD t + Current Liabilities t) / Total Assets t) / ((LTD t-1 + Current Liabilities t-1) / Total Assets t-1) | Shapes earnings manipulation when increasing leverage tightens debt constraints and re-disposes firms to manipulate earnings |
| 8 | TATA | Total accruals to total assets index | ((WC t - WC t-1) - (Cash t - Cash t-1) + (ITP t - ITP t-1) + (Current Portion of LTD t - Current Portion of LTD t-1) / DE t) / (Total Assets t) | Captures manipulations where accounting profits are not supported by cash profits |

Where PPE = Plant, Property and Equipment; DE = Depreciation and Amortization Expense; SGA = Sales, General and Administrative Expenses; LTD = Long Term Debt; WC = Working Capital; ITP = Income Tax Payable; t = current year; t-1 = previous year

2) Manual auditors’ methods

For this method, we use the audit results acquired from the audit institution of all cases in the sample during the period 2006 to 2009. They summarize all the manual methods used by an auditor to measure the manipulation in a given case, and mainly earnings in order to classify a case that is likely a manipulator of earnings. Such methods are perceived as traditional because they allow auditors to reach a reasonable conclusion based on a limited sample of a case’ parameters. They rely on manual sampling and paper audit analysis such as basic ratio analysis, year-to-year financial data comparison, rather than on advanced mathematical models and computer simulations. We assumed that if the audit institution restates the accounts and mainly earnings figures of a firm, then this firm likely considered as manipulator. This assumption based on the availability and type of data, the absence of clear criteria by the audit institution to classify manipulated companies and to publish their bad status and financial woes for the public. At this level the manual auditors’ method revealed 18 manipulated corporations who restated their accounts, 20 non-manipulators, and 15 cases as missing after they were excluded from this test set to match the exact cases in the test set of the Beneish Model (the same 38 cases were tested for more precision in classification).

H. Step 8 - Machine Learning Technique Selection

In this step, to apply supervised machine learning to EMD, as prescribed above, in the process of collecting the dataset, preparing and pre-processing data, selecting features or variables, there exists choosing the right machine learning technique or algorithm, which have to be carried out. In this study, the BNC selected was due to its incremental power in the classification of problems in a framework like EMD. In this concern, our method captures a modern approach as previously represented and prescribed in Fig. 1 in the literature review section. At the level of machine learning layer, a BNC Network type constructed in this study to classify manipulator companies from nonmanipulators. (We assumed the known structure of BNC). The complete dataset of 2006-2007 used as training data for constructing this network. At this level, no findings introduced for the Network, as it is ready for supervised classification through learning and testing.

1. Step 9 - Learning

Learning is a very useful property of BNC. It occurs when an expert builds the network that is refined by learning from data. Vast amounts of data make learning from a dataset more possible and efficient; however, that is usually not the case [32]. In this study, the 2006-2007 Training Data set used for learning the BNC network of the 53 cases by using the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm as shown in Fig. 2. Learning of the BNC network of the 53 cases ran using a computer software tool under the EM algorithm. From the advantages of BNC network is that missing values might exist in learning the network due to the causality and the inference nature of the Bayesian networks. The EM algorithm makes it possible to overcome this problem of missing values for the BNC network. This algorithm enables parameter estimation in probabilistic models with incomplete data [33].

![Fig. 2. Learned-training data set using EM algorithm – The BNC Network.](image-url)
J. Step 10 – Testing, Analysis, and Evaluation

3) Beneish model

After learning the BNC network from the 2006-2007 training data set, we used 2008-2009 test data set based on M-scores to test the learnt classifier in order to evaluate classification results of BNC under the application of the Beneish Model.

4) Manual auditors’ methods

At this level, we aimed again to test the detection accuracy of the BNC learnt from the training data set based on M-scores on the test data set. However, the latter now based on manual auditors’ results for the audited years covering 2008 and 2009 financial statements, rather than on M-scores.

IV. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

In any test, there exists the need to measure and evaluate its performance. In this study, we test the performance of BNC over the Beneish model versus over manual auditors’ methods. The performance characteristics of a test characterized by its sensitivity, specificity, and threshold. Thus, decision-making would strongly affected by the interpretation of the test results [34].

Machine Learning core’s goal is to make a computer generalize information from the done observations. Mostly, performance measurement of a machine-learning algorithm based on its accuracy of classifying a data set [34]. To represent the differing cost of each type of misclassification, a cost matrix can be used (sometimes called a performance or confusion matrix), where each row in this matrix is used to represent the predicted label and each column corresponds to the actual labeling [35]. Machine learning classifiers built to maximize classification accuracy. One method is to use a classifier such as the BNC that provides class probability estimates and compute the expected cost of each label.

In this study, the BNC employed to test with sensitivity, since BNC is an easy classifier to add cost sensitivity to it. BNC will take in the unmodified data set and count all attributes from every instance as normal. It depends on the Bayes theorem and assumes class conditional independence where the effect of an attribute value on a given class is independent of the values of the other attributes to simplify the computations involved and that is why so called a "naive".

Hence, the complete possible states resulted from testing for manipulation existence (M) in all cases (i.e. either a manipulated company or nonmanipulated company) presented by the confusion matrices in Table III and IV respectively. (Predicted=Manipulator denoted by label M, Actual=NonManipulator denoted by label NM).

The training set consisted of 53 cases (corporations) with 18 cases classified as manipulators, 18 nonmanipulated cases, and 17 missing cases, however missing cases was overcome by BNC through the learning process under the EM algorithm using a computer software tool. Two test data sets used for testing. A test data set based on M-score classifications, and a test data set based on manual auditors methods’ results. In these sets, M-score predicted 6 manipulated cases, 32 nonmanipulated ones, and 15 missing cases due to incomplete data. However, Manual Auditors Methods’ Results predicted 18 Corporations classified as manipulators, 20 cases to be nonmanipulators, and 15 cases (which were missing in the test set of the Beneish Model) excluded to match the same cases of this testing set for more precision. Thus, we tested the same corporations over the Beneish Model and Manual Auditors Methods.

In this regard, each confusion matrix covers the total number of 38 cases in the 2008-2009 test data sets, excluding the missing cases (class labels). These results as prescribed based on the application of a computer software tool.

| TABLE II: CONFUSION MATRICES-NAIVE BAYES CLASSIFIER: BENEISH M-SCORE |
|--------------------------|--------------------------|--------------------------|
| Actual                  | Predicted                |
| Label                    | Manipulator              | Non Manipulator          |
| M                        | 2                        | 4                        |
| NM                       | 1                        | 31                       |

Error rate 13.16%

As shown in Table II above, our approach correctly classified two (2) out of six (6) manipulated companies and thirty-one (31) out of thirty-two (32) nonmanipulated ones with an error rate of (13.16 per cent). This means that in (13.16 per cent) of the cases for which a company committed an Earnings Manipulation, the network predicted the supervised wrong state. This also provides that BNC had a classification rate of (86.84 per cent) for the true positive state of a company to being manipulated its earnings, based on the financial data of M-score. However, based on the assumption that restatement is only due to manipulation, this result largely compared to the manual auditors’ methods (actual manipulation) in EMD with (39.47 per cent) error rate (misclassification rate) as shown in Table III below.

| TABLE III: CONFUSION MATRICES-NAIVE BAYES CLASSIFIER: MANUAL AUDITORS’ METHODS |
|--------------------------|--------------------------|--------------------------|
| Actual                  | Predicted                |
| Label                    | Manipulator              | Non Manipulator          |
| Manual Auditors’ Methods |                          |                          |
| M                        | 3                        | 15                       |
| NM                       | 0                        | 20                       |

Error rate 39.47%

In this regard, the error classification rate of Earnings Manipulation when using the M-score is three times less than the error produced when using manual auditors’ methods. This new finding is promising for auditors and other professionals in evaluating their manual methods or any other scientific model. When an auditor runs an audit assignment, by applying BNC under mathematical models will assist him/her in making a decision about financial statements through EMD.

The Performance matrix for the test of manipulation state (M) which is our interest of quality test, is used as a measure of performance evaluation for our approach in the two testing scenarios (M-Score and Manual Auditors Methods). Sensitivity (type I error) and specificity (type II error) of BNC are used to evaluate classification under M-score versus
Audit Methods as shown in Table IV below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M-Score</th>
<th>Sensitivity (%)</th>
<th>Specificity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manual Auditors’ Methods</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>96.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.67</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sensitivity is the probability that our test will positively give a case with the condition to be a manipulator. It indicates how the test will be true positive (M) in the setting of EMD i.e. (33.33 per cent) for M-score and (16.67 per cent) for manual auditors’ methods. While Specificity indicates how a test will be true negative (NM) in companies without having manipulated their earnings i.e. (96.88 per cent) for M-score and (100 per cent) for the specified methods. Since, we are interested in EMD; we have more indication towards sensitivity. After constructing the BNC using the financial ratios of the Beneish Model using the computer software tool, and after learning the network, BNC classifies two manipulated cases as manipulators from six such cases correctly (33.33 per cent) using M-score financial data, and therefore produces the best sensitivity.

Our findings in terms of classification accuracy (86.84 per cent) proceed the findings of [16] and [27]. Moreover, our results support the capability of the Beneish Model for EMD. Therefore, introducing a machine-learning layer using BNC under the Beneish Model resulted at most in higher classification accuracy than Manual Auditors’ Methods. This supports our approach methodology represented by Fig. 1, to show how machine-learning techniques could assist auditors before making a decision about financial statements in EMD. Adding a new layer of machine learning techniques after using mathematical models such as the Beneish Model competed with and to complement manual audit methods will strongly enhance the decision in the framework of EMD.

V. CONCLUSION

Financial experts mistakenly run analyses when trying to establish relationships between different features. This makes it difficult for them to find solutions to certain financial problems. EMD problem had many concerns in previous research with variation in solutions and limitations. In addition, the identification of material misstatements of financial statements has a critical step in the audit field today, because fraud identification and prevention are more expanding due to the complexity of transactions and growth of global economies in the new era of technology. However, Supervised Machine learning techniques have shown their ability in improving the efficiency of systems and the designs of machines especially in classification [36].

In this study, we used supervised classification as a tool to compete an advanced mathematical model “the Beneish Model” versus “Manual Auditors’ Methods” applied to audited financial data over a period from 2006 to 2009. Unlike prior studies, we a machine learning layer using BNC to evaluate both the mathematical model and the auditors’ methods. Previous research has shown that BNC is an optimal classifier and it best fits an EMD classification problem. Our Results revealed that the Beneish Model produced the best sensitivity as compared to Manual Auditors’ Methods in assessing financial data for detecting earnings manipulation. BNC correctly classified (86.84 per cent) of manipulated companies under the M-score assessment, while it comparably classified (60.53 per cent) under Manual Auditors’ Methods of financial data assessment.

Therefore, we can state as a conclusion that traditional manual audit methods, based on simple methods of basic ratio analysis, sampling, manual verification of accounts, need must integrate with technological advancements to comply with the new economy. Modern audit methods through supervised classification and machine learning can assist EMD in the analytical procedures of auditing. For instance, incorporating advanced mathematical models such as the Beneish Model provides better results due to the limited analytical capabilities of auditors in analyzing big financial data and their limited testing for all business cases. To detect earnings manipulation, Machine Learning can strengthen mathematical models. At this level, mathematical models and machine learning push a step forward for machines over human capabilities.

In addition, this study will be contributively valuable towards the potential users of financial statements such as auditors, financial analysts, accountants, government tax controllers, financial forensic investigators and academic researchers as well. It constitutes a preliminary study on machine-learning approach for auditing. It broadens the scope of using mathematical models to identify earnings manipulators and assisting the decision making process, and to predict manipulations under the application of machine learning tools. Furthermore, the comparison in the power of classification in EMD using a machine learning technique like BNC between the Mathematical Beneish Model and the human behavior will encourage auditors and other related investigative parties to search for further tools and techniques to enrich their continuous auditing procedure. They will have better understanding on the attributes of earnings manipulating and machine learning in detecting fraud as well. As a result, they will have a reasonable perception during further studies to replace or integrate limited analytical procedures with such advancements.
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